Homonyms

Name ________________________________

1. I need some thumb ________ to hang the posters.
   tacks  tax

2. You have to pay ________ on almost everything you buy.
   tacks  tax

3. My dog has a curly ________.
   tale  tail

4. I think you’re telling me a tall ________!
   tale  tail

5. We took 2 ____________ to the campground.
   tents  tense

6. I get really nervous and ________ when I have read to everyone.
   tents  tense

7. All of ____________ friends are really nice.
   there  their

8. Put the dishes over ____________ please, by the sink.
   there  their

9. I can’t believe how far he ____________ the ball!
   through  threw

10. Close the bird cage or the bird will fly ____________ it.
    through  threw